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Chapter 2950 
Pat… 

When everyone looked up at David in shock, suddenly a drop of rain fell on 

someone’s face! 

“It’s raining?” 

“Don’t talk nonsense, this is a place in the extreme north, except for snow, how 

can it rain!” “It’s 

really raining…” 

“It’s raining, look, it’s raining… “ 

A drizzle of rain suddenly fell from the sky! 

Everyone in the Gao family shouted, because some people have never seen 

rain. After all, the climate here is extremely cold. Even if there is rain in the sky, 

it will condense into snowflakes! 

“What’s going on? How could it be raining?” 

Gao Qisheng was bewildered and reached out to catch the rain! 



But when the rain fell on his hands, it disappeared in an instant, and Gao 

Qisheng only felt a wave of aura swimming in his body! 

“This…” 

Gao Qisheng’s eyes widened, his face full of disbelief! 

At this time, Gao Qiqiang also appeared in mid-air, looking down at everyone 

in the Gao family and said, “This is your chance. This is not rain, but spiritual 

liquid, which is formed by the condensation of spiritual energy. This spiritual 

liquid is thousands of times stronger than spiritual energy.” Double.” 

“Listen, disciples of the Gao family, immediately practice on the spot and 

absorb the hard-won psychic fluid…” 

After Gao Qiqiang said this, everyone in the Gao family came to their senses 

and understood why it suddenly rained! 

Spiritual liquid is not rainwater, even at the lowest temperature, it is 

impossible to freeze! 

Everyone in the Gao family sat in place, began to perform exercises, and 

continuously absorbed the spiritual liquid that fell from the sky! 

Under the sky filled with psychic liquid, the strength of everyone in the Gao 

family is increasing rapidly, even some injured children of the Gao family are 

recovering from their injuries quickly! 

Gao Qiqiang watched the strength of the members of the Gao family grow 

rapidly, with a satisfied smile on his face! 

“The breakthrough of a third-grade cultivator in the Little Composite Realm 

actually attracted ten lightning tribulations and rain from the sky. It’s a miracle, 

it’s a miracle…” 

Gao Qiqiang said, looking up at David! 



But when he looked at David, he was instantly stunned! 

Because after ten thunder calamities, the thunder cloud has not dissipated, 

and it is getting thicker and thicker! 

“What’s going on here?” 

Gao Qiqiang frowned, feeling a little flustered in his heart! 

“Could it be that there are still thunder catastrophes?” 

Gao Qiqiang didn’t understand why the cloud of thunder catastrophes still 

persisted after ten thunder catastrophes? 

Could there be an eleventh lightning tribulation? 

This is impossible? 

Don’t say that David, a third-grade monk in the Composite Realm, broke 

through! 

Even if he, a cultivator in the tribulation realm breaks through to the 

Mahayana realm, he still won’t be able to attract eleven thunder tribulations. 

Isn’t that a bit ridiculous? 

Gao Qiqiang sensed the power contained in Lei Jieyun, so he hastily dodged 

and stayed away from David! 

At this time, David’s body was suspended in mid-air, and his heart was 

restless! 

The tenth thunder tribulation was carried down, but it did not break through 

to the fourth rank of the fit state! 

But now the thunder calamity cloud has not dissipated, I don’t know if there is 

still thunder calamity! 



If there is a thunder disaster, David knows that he will not be able to resist it at 

all! 

David barely resisted this last thunder tribulation! 

Now he is already physically and mentally exhausted, and the indestructible 

golden body was bombarded and disappeared during the tenth thunder 

tribulation! 

If there is still an eleventh lightning calamity, he will definitely be wiped out by 

the bombardment, not even scum left! 

“Fuck, God, is this cheating me?” 

David kept cursing in his heart! 

He also didn’t expect that his breakthrough this time would attract such a 

powerful thunder calamity! 

At this time, Gao Qiqiang seemed to have seen David’s embarrassment, he 

raised his palm lightly, and a huge aura instantly enveloped David! 

David looked down and found that it was Gao Qiqiang who was helping him! 

With the help of Gao Qiqiang, David seemed to have confidence. Although he 

experienced the thunder disaster, if there was external help, the tempering 

effect of the thunder disaster would not be good, but it was better than being 

bombarded and wiped out in ashes! 

Chapter 2951 
Rumbling… 

Finally, the eleventh thunder tribulation was generated, and then crashed 

down! 



David gritted his teeth, and tried his best to resist the eleventh lightning strike! 

When the eleventh thunderbolt hit David, David’s body seemed to be pierced 

by thousands of lightning, and his whole body gradually became transparent! 

And Gao Qiqiang was instantly sent flying by the power of the thunder 

calamity. Even Gao Qiqiang, who is so powerful, was sent flying by the power 

of the eleventh thunder calamity. We can see the power of the last thunder 

calamity. ! 

David opened his eyes and looked around, he found that the surroundings 

were all gray, and the whole person seemed to be in chaos! 

“Could it be that I’ve been wiped out?” 

David slapped his body vigorously, feeling nothing at all! 

“It’s over, it’s over, I’m really dead, I’m afraid this is a remnant of my soul…” 

David looked depressed! 

“Why did I die like this? I’m not reconciled, I’m not reconciled…” “ 

I still don’t know who my father is?” 

“I haven’t found Yuqi yet, I still have many women waiting for me… “ 

I can’t die, I can’t die…” 

David shouted, but no matter how hard David tried, he couldn’t make a sound, 

only the cry in his heart! 

I don’t know how long it took, but David resigned to his fate! 

He lay down quietly, floating in the gray space! 



At this time, Gao Qiqiang looked at the sky with surprise in his eyes! 

Lei Jieyun disappeared, but David also disappeared, as if he was teleported 

away, or just disappeared in ashes! 

“how so?” 

This sudden change made Gao Qiqiang frown! 

Rumbling… 

David, who was lying in a gray space, suddenly heard a loud noise, and then 

the space he was in began to tremble! 

Da Luo Jindian slowly floated in front of David! 

Seeing Da Luo Jin Dian, David became excited instantly, and hurriedly yelled at 

Da Luo Jin Dian, “Am I not dead? Am I not dead? 

” The Great Luo Jindian was in David’s sea of knowledge, and now it suddenly 

appeared, proving that David is not dead yet! 

A rippling multicolored brilliance radiated from the Daluo Jindian, directly 

shining on David’s body, and then the brilliance spread from David’s feet to 

the surroundings, where the light passed, the gray space began to be 

dispelled! 

The Great Luo Jindian slowly disappeared, while the colorful brilliance under 

David’s feet continued to spread towards the surroundings, as if it was 

boundless! 

“What… what’s going on here?” 

David was stunned, not understanding what was going on! 



At this time, Gao Qiang suddenly discovered that David, who had disappeared 

before, had appeared. This time, David’s body exuded colorful brilliance! 

Gao Qiqiang jumped up, came to David, and whispered “Mr. Chen, Mr. 

Chen…” 

But he kept shouting several times, but David didn’t respond. Although his 

eyes were open, he didn’t look bright at all. ! 

Gao Qiqiang frowned, observed carefully, and finally understood, a divine 

sense instantly penetrated into David’s body! 

David was in a daze at the moment, but suddenly found that Gao Qiqiang 

appeared in front of him! 

“Patriarch Gao? What’s going on here?” 

David was very confused and didn’t understand what happened! 

In fact, Gao Qiqiang also looked confused, David disappeared and then 

reappeared, and then his body was surrounded by colorful brilliance! 

None of these Gao Qiqiang knew what was going on, let alone what 

happened! 

Especially during the time when David disappeared, where did he go! 

“Mr. Chen, I… I don’t know what’s going on, how did your sea of 

consciousness become like this?” 

Gao Qiqiang was puzzled, not understanding why David’s sea of 

consciousness had changed. 

 


